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Abstract-The high speed railway wireless communication 

system is quite different from public wireless communication 

system, because the service is train control message, which are 

closely related to the safety of train transportation. Thus it has 

much higher requirements for the safety and reliability. In this 

paper, secrecy capacity and outage probability at the high speed 

railway scenario with traditional MIMO and beam forming 

schemes are analyzed. The analytic results show that MIMO 

scheme can not meet the safety requirements and the 

beam forming scheme is also helpless while the eavesdropper is 

close to eNodeB. In order to guarantee the transmission safety of 

train control messages, a physical layer secure scheme with 

artificial noise (AN) is proposed for high speed railway 

communication system. In this proposed scheme, beamforming 

and AN transmitting directions are adjusted accordingly with the 

on board legitimate receiver's channel state information (CSI) 

and eavesdropper's partial CSI to degrade the eavesdropper 

while maximize the system secrecy capacity. Simulation results 

demonstrate the proposed scheme decreases the outage 

probability under the secrecy capacity constraint, and can meet 

the safety communication requirements. 

Keywords-Railway wireless communication; Railway Safety; 

IMT-Advanced; Physical Layer Security; Beamforming; Artificial 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Long Term Evolution (L TE), which has the characteristics 
of higher data rate and lower system latency, has been 
determined as the next generation of railway wireless 
communication system by the International Union of Railways 
(UIC). However, there are many different demands between 
railway professional systems and public wireless 
communication systems. For example, railway wireless 
communication system is used for the bi-directional exchange 
of train control messages between on-board sub-system and 
Radio Block Centre (RBC) of Train Control Systems (e.g. 
ETCS-3 in Europe and CTCS-3 in China). The train control 
messages are closely related to the safety of train transportation, 
and therefore have higher requirements on safety and reliability. 

Much work has been devoted to the field of train control 
messages delivery safety. Hyun-JeongJo proposed a security 
mechanism[l], and a method for train signal control 
communication for the safe communication[2]. Z. Zhang 
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constructed a service-oriented framework of information 
integration of safety and security for high speed railway[3]. T. 
Xiang used the cloud computing technology to achieve the 
sharing of the railway information resources[4]. 

However, the key based encryption technology is easily to 
be cracked if the codebook is acquired and chip processing 
capacity is powerful enough. Besides real-time train control 
messages delivery could also be detained by this technology. 
The cloud computing technology may lead to an indistinct 
physical boundary of the network. Those have bad influences 
on the delivery safety of train control messages. 

Physical layer security was first inspired by Wyner. The 
'secrecy capacity' is defined as the supremum of all achievable 
secrecy rates at which the legitimate receiver's decoding error 
probability tends to be zero, while the eavesdropper's error 
probability tends to be one[5]. Physical layer security has the 
advantage of perfect secrecy transmission without any key, 
which can also be combined with key based encryption 
technology to further improve the security. X. Zhang 
investigated the design of AN-aided secure multi-antenna 
transmission[6]. N. S. Ferdinand analyzed the effects of 
outdated CSI on the secrecy outage performance[7]. J.-8. 
Wang studied the imperfect CSI based joint resource 
scheduling problem for deadline constrained transmission[8]. 

If applying the technology of physical layer secure wireless 
communication in high speed railway, and achieving the 
positive secrecy capacity, train control messages can be 
delivered safety even when the messages are cracked, which 
will significantly improve the safety of train transportation. 
Consider the safety communication with partial CSI, this paper 
firstly analyzes the secrecy capacity, outage probability at the 
high speed railway scenario with traditional MIMO and 
beamforming schemes. And then a physical layer secure 
scheme with AN is proposed in high speed railway to meet the 
requirements of CTCS-3 and the future train control system 
based on IMT-Advanced. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The physical 
layer secure wireless communication system model at high 
speed railway scenario is presented in section II. Section III 
analyzes the secrecy capacity of traditional MIMO, beam
forming and the proposed physical layer secure scheme with 
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AN. System perfonnance is analyzed in Section IV. Section V 
illustrates numerical results. Section VI concludes the paper. 

II. PHYSICAL LAYER SECURE SYSTEM MODEL AT HIGH 

SPEED RAIL WAY SCENARIO 

Consider the physical layer secure system model at high 
speed railway scenario shown in Fig.l. eNodeB (eNB) sends 
train control messages to on board receiver, while eavesdropper, 
who is stationary at the wayside of the track, tries to decode 
those messages. 

--v_ 

Fig. I. Physical layer secure system model at high speed railway scenario 

Denote channel between eNB and receiver as main channel 
and between eNB and eavesdropper as eavesdropper channel, 
respectively. Practically, perfect CSI of eavesdropper channel 
is difficult to obtain, only partial CSI is accessible[9]. Hence, 
eNB has the partial CSI of eavesdropper channel is assumed. 

Let x be the transmitting signal vector of eNB, then the 
received signals at receiver and eavesdropperl10j are, 
respectively, modeled as 

y = hH wx + rR (I) 
z = gH wx + riC (2) 

where hand g denote the main channel and eavesdropper 
channel gains, respectively, where Rician and Rayleigh fading 
channel with path loss and shadowing are considered, 
respectively. rB and rH are independent and identically 
distributed (i.i.d.) complex Gaussian noises with zero-mean 
and variance a2. lIa2 is denoted by p. The beamforming vector 
is w, which adjusts the beamforming transmitting direction. 

The eavesdropper channel g is modeled as [II] 

g=Jkd +�g (3) 

where d and g are respectively known and unknown 

components of the eavesdropper channel gains. k indicates the 

degree of knowledge that eNB has about the eavesdropper 

channel g, k = K/(1+K ) [12]. K is the Rician K-factor [13]. 

III. PHYSICAL LAYER SECURE SCHEME UNDER 

BEAMFORMING 

In this section, the secrecy capacity of each scheme is 
analyzed at high speed railway scenario. 

A. Traditional MIMO Scheme 

eNB transmits the train control messages with multiple 
antennas. The secrecy capacity is computed as[14] 
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[ 1+PPlhI2 j+ 
C\= BIog21+Pplgl2 (4) 

where P is the total transmit power, [x r = max [0, x l , and 

denoting rB = pplhl2, ric = pplglZ. 
B. Beam/arming Scheme 

By means of beamfonning, eNB transmits the train control 
messages with full transmitting power. The secrecy capacity is 
computed as[15] 

C1, = [BIOgZ 
I+PplhHWI: j+ (5) 

l+pplgHwl 
where IIwl12 = I, rB = pplhHWlz , rE = pplgHWl2. 

IFh 
Two beamforming vectors are defined as w ZF = II IT; hll ' 

� ITil h 
' h  c ·  (ZF) ' h  WZF = -11--'11 . WZF IS t e zero-Iorcmg vector m t e ITil h 

direction of the projection of h onto the null space of d, and 
W�F is the vector in the direction of the projection of h onto d. 
ITd = d (dH d r dH, IT� = 1-ITil . Then, the optimal w solving 

(5) is obtained as[16] 

(6) 

where 0 � r � 1 . 

C. Physical Layer Secure Scheme with AN 
eNB transmits data with AN through beamforming in the 

null space of It. The secrecy capacity is computed as[15] 

Cs =[BIOg2(I+PplhHwI
2)-BIOg2[1+ ppIgHwl2 

2]]+ (7) 

l+ppllgHWII 
where w is used for data transmission and the W is used for 

creating AN, with the constraints II wl12 = 9, tr (WWH ) = 1- 9. 

9 is power splitting parameter with 0 � 9 � 1 . 
Contrary to the transmission scheme that transmits AN 

uniformly in the null space of It in [17], our proposed scheme, 
which splits AN power into two parts !; and (I-I;) with 
o � r; � 1 , creates AN in a particular direction corresponding to 

CSI. Then the AN is 

IT� d -j1_ r; "r -2 

ry 

= 
� IIIT� dll ro + 

nr _ 2 � ukrk (8) 

where the power !;(1-ip) is allocated for the AN in direction 

IT;:- d , the remaining (nr2) dimensional subspace is spanned 

by the corresponding vectors U1" '" un 2' 
By substituting (8) into (7), we get tl 0] 

Cs = B[log2 (1+ rB )-Iogz (1+ ric)T (9) 



IV. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

The schemes are evaluated with the performance metrics of 
secrecy capacity and outage probability. Secrecy capacity is 
defined in the previous section, and outage probability will be 
defined in this section. 

A. Outage Probability 

The outage probability is the probability that the 
instantaneous secrecy capacity is less than a target secrecy rate 
Rs>0[I4], and given by 

!;",,(Rs)=P[Cs<Rs] (10) 

If Rs<Cs, eavesdropper channel is worse than eNB's 
estimate and ensures perfect secrecy. Otherwise, if Rs>Cs, 
information-theoretic security is compromised. 

Recommended data transmission rate requirement is 4.8 
kbps for the CTCS-3 in railway wireless communication 
system[18]. If GSM-R is evolved to LTE/LTE-A system, the 
linl( spectral efficiency requirement is 0.25 bit/slHz at high 
speed vehicular environment[ 19]. That is the target secrecy rate 
should be greater than or equal to 4.8 kbps or target secrecy 
spectral efficiency should be greater than or equal to 0.25 
bit/s/Hz to guarantee the train control messages delivery safety. 

Take the probability theorem, 

!;"" ( R� ) = 
P (rR > rIC ) P (C� < R,\ I rR > rIC ) 

+ P (rR <:::; rIC ) P (C,\ < R� I rR <:::; rIC ) (11 ) 

Since" and g are Rician and Rayleigh fading channel gains, 

respectively, and rR oc 1"12 , rIC oc Igl2 , it follows that YB is non

central chi-square distributed and h IS exponentially 
distributed[20], specially 

p(rR)=(I+�)e-K exp [_(I+�)rB ] 10 [2 
rR rR 

p(rio)=�exi -�J rio l rio 
(13) 

where YR>O, Yro>O, 10 ( .) is the modified Bessel function of the 

first kind and zero order. 
The first term in (11) is expressed as (14)(15), where Mis 

Mellin transform, Ql is Marcum Q function of the first order. 
The second term in (11) is expressed as (16)(17), and since 

Rs > 0 , we have 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS 

( 17) 

The simulation scenario is shown in Fig.l. eNB is 
configured with four transmit antennas. For the proposed 
scheme, the optimal T, !p, !; are found by exhaustive search. 
Detailed simulation parameters are listed in Table 1 [13]. 
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TABLE I. STMULA nON PARAMETERS 

Parameters Value 
Bandwidth 10 MHz 

Carrier Frequecy 2.5 GHz 

Total transmit power 46 dBm 

eNB transmit antennas 4 

Receiver received antenna 1 

Eavesdropper received antenna 1 

Cell Radius 3 km 

Path loss model WINNER II 

Rician K-factor 7 dB 

Speed 350 km/h 
. .  

Fig.2 Illustrates the secrecy capaCIty for tradItIOnal MIMO 
scheme when eavesdropper is at different locations, and 
receiver is on the train. Consider the value of Rs is 4.8 kbps, the 
results show that secrecy capacity is at a low level when 
eavesdropper is closely to eNB and receiver is far away from 
eNS. When distance between eNS and eavesdropper is 140m 
and receiver is 490m away from eNS, the secrecy capacity is 
lower than 4.8 kbps. Safety of train control messages can not 
be guaranteed in this situation. While when distance between 
eNB and eavesdropper is 1300m, the safety of train control 
messages can be assured during the whole operation. 

Fig. 2. Secrecy capacity for traditional MIMO scheme 

The outage probability for traditional MIMO scheme with 
different Rs is depicted in Fig.3. We can find that the outage 
probability increases rapidly with the increasing distance 
between eNS and receiver. Consider Rs is 4.8 kbps, it can be 
seen in Fig.3(a) that the outage probability is larger than 90%, 
when distance between eNS and eavesdropper is 140m and 
receiver is 390m away from eNB. In this situation, the 
probability of eavesdropper channel is better than main channel 
and is large enough to ensure the safety communication. 

FigA illustrates the secrecy capacity of beamforming 
scheme. Consider Rs is 4.8 kbps, when distance between eNS 
and eavesdropper is 140m and receiver is 2400m away from 
eNS, the secrecy capacity is lower than 4.8 kbps while receiver 
is 2400m away from eNB. Safety of train control messages can 
not be guaranteed in this situation. While when distance 
between eNB and eavesdropper is 400m, safety of train control 
messages can be ensured during the whole operation. 



(a) 

(b) 

P (rR � rIC ) = 1 - P (rR > rIC ) 
K 

�1-:;+H+(I+K)OXP [ 
CU'�P_lily.tdil'lo"rtDi'I>"'. �� �I' '1--

(14) 

(15) 

K(I+K)rIC +2KrR ] rIC M[-� 0] (16) 

2 [ (I + K)rIC + rR ] K (I + K) 2 ric + K (I + K)rB 2 ' 
when distance between eNB and eavesdropper is 140m and 
receiver is 1200m away from eNB. 

(a) 

Fig. 3. Outage probability with different Rs for traditional MIMO scheme: (a) 
secrecy rate is 4.8 kbps; (b) secrecy spectral efliciency is 0.25 bit/s/Hz (b) 

Fig. 4. Secrecy capacity for beamforming scheme 

The outage probability for beamforming scheme is depicted 
in Fig.5. Consider Rs is 4.8 kbps, it can be seen in Fig.S(a) that 
the outage probability elevates sharply and is greater than 90%, 
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Fig. 5. Outage probability with different RI for beamforming scheme: (a) 
secrecy rate is 4.8 kbps; (b) secrecy spectral efficiency is 0.25 bit/s/Hz 

Based on above analysis, it can be drawn that the traditional 
MIMO and beamforming schemes can not guarantee the 
transmission safety of train control messages when the 
eavesdropper is close to eNB. Hence AN and other 
technologies are required to enhance the safety of railway 
wireless communication system. 

Secrecy capacity of proposed scheme is demonstrated in 
Fig.6. It can be seen that the influence of eavesdropper location 
changes is not obvious because the transmit directions of 
beamforming and AN are adjusted with the receiver's CSI and 
eavesdropper's partial CSI. The secrecy capacity decreases 
continuously and is consistent with 106 bps order of quantity 
finally. 



Fig. 6. Secrecy capacity forproposed scheme 

Fig.7 plots the outage probability of proposed scheme. [t 
can be seen that the outage probability can be approximated to 
zero during the whole operation. 

(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 7. Outage probability with different Rs for proposed scheme: (a) secrecy 
rate is 4.8 kbps; (b) secrecy spectral efficiency is 0.25 bit/slHz 

VI. CONCLUSION 

To improve the traditional MIMO system and guarantee the 
railway safety, a physical layer secure scheme with AN is 
proposed. Simulation results demonstrate the proposed scheme 
can decrease outage probability and meet the requirements of 
train control systems based on IMT-Advanced. However, the 
results are under ideal conditions because feedback delay 
resulted from high mobility is ignored. How to adjust 
beamforming and AN transmitting directions precisely in high 
mobility is also unconsidered. In future work, the influences of 
those factors will be investigated deeply. 
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